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Guruvayur Samskruti - The name identifies itself being part of the

magnificent cultural heritage of Guruvayur.

The sanctify of the deity is Guruvayur Temple charms uncountable

people to the temple town. The temple of Lord Krishna is definitely
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About Us

Guruvayur Samskruti - The name identifies itself being part of the magnificent cultural heritage of

Guruvayur.

The sanctify of the deity is Guruvayur Temple charms uncountable people to the temple town. The

temple of Lord Krishna is definitely an auspicious venue for conducting birthdays marriages and

Annaprasams of new born and many more... each second is considered as "Muhoortham" when the

temple remains open and innumerable youngsters tie a nuptial knot is this sacred platform which is a

blessing is itself.

On extremely crowed days, the families getting ready for functions find it a great relief when they find

themselves with apt and efficient volunteers who can meet their needs in the best way.

That's when Guruvayur Samskruti's team entered the scenario, carrying years of experience in

facilitating people and goodwill of all those customers who confidently entrusted their family functions

varying according to occasions in our hand.

It's a moment of pride to us when they stand with dignity, happiness and satisfaction on smooth

commencement of the function.

Finally, we focus on adequate preparation, able execution, persistence and complete dedication. You

can let us know your ideas and requirement and we convince you - "you will feel at home in every

way"

Guruvayur samskruti emphasizes in the fulfillment of famous concept "Athithi Devo Bhava".

We'll work closely with you create a magical, Unique, Stylish and Affordable Wedding that turns...

For more information, please visit
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OTHER SERVICES

Marriage/Wedding Hall Accommodations

Video / Photography Food Transportation Services

P
roducts &

 S
ervices
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Guruvayur Samskruti
Contact Person: Managar 

Capital Tower, West Nada
Guruvayur - 680101, Kerala, India
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